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POSITIVITY Good teammates, support each other with positive 
comments.  
FUN Organized sports are designed to keep kids active, safe, fun, and to 
teach valuable life lessons and skills.  
ACCOUNTABLE All players are responsible for maintaining game 
integrity. Try your hardest to improve on a daily basis. 
COOPERATION One of the best parts of being on a team is working 
together to achieve shared goals. Come to practices and games ready to 
pay attention and ready to learn. Give it your ALL!! 
Good sportsmanlike behavior and playing with class should be 
celebrated, win or lose. “Compete with Class, Honor the Game!”  



 
 

 
3- YARD RULE  
All stick checks, body checks, legal holds, and legal pushes must be on a 
player in possession of the ball or within 3 yards of a loose ball or ball in 
flight.  

 
U13  
The defensive 20-second count will be used. The offensive 10-second 
count will be used.  

 
U13  
Game will consist of four 10-minute stop-time quarters. In the event of 
a tie, up to two 4-minute sudden-victory overtime periods will be 
played.  



 
ILLEGAL BODY-CHECK  
RULE 5 SECTION 3  
US Lacrosse calls special attention to new (2014) NFHS RULE 5 SECTION 3, 
ILLEGAL BODY-CHECK, ARTICLE 5, which addresses the concept of a 
DEFENSELESS PLAYER:  
ART. 5 . … A body-check that targets a player in a defenseless position. This 
includes but is not limited to: (i) body checking a player from his “blind side”; 
(ii) body checking a player who has his head down in an attempt to play a loose 
ball; and (iii) body checking a player whose head is turned away to receive a 
pass, even if that player turns toward the contact immediately before the body 
check.  
PENALTY: Two- or three-minute non-releasable foul, at the official’s discretion. 
An excessively violent violation of this rule may result in an ejection.  



 
Face Offs  
 
SET Faceoff midfielders meet at center X or 4” box. Crouch with sticks on ground 
parallel to midfield line. The players go down together and place the back of their 
sticks by the ball.  
WHISTLE On the whistle players try to gain possession of the ball.  
WINGS Wing midfielders line up on wing lines and are released to participate in play 
as soon as the whistle blows.  
POSSESSION Attack and defensive players must remain behind defensive area line 
until possession is called.  



 
Out Of Bounds 
 
OUT OF BOUNDS Ball or player with the ball touches a boundary line or outside the 
boundary line.  
TURNOVER The team that last touched the ball before it went out of bounds loses 
possession, unless it was a shot.  
SHOT When a shot goes out of bounds, the team whose player is nearest the ball 
when it crosses the line gains possession at that spot.  
RESTART Opponent restarts with ball inside the boundary at the spot ball crossed line.  



 
Off Sides 
 
MIDFIELD LINE Solid line in the middle of the field between goal lines and extending 
fully from one side of the field to the other side.  
THE GOALIE The goalie may cross the midfield line like any other player as long as four 
players stay behind the line.  
COMMUNICATE Players communicate who is crossing and who is staying back when in 
transition around the midfield line.  
HEADS UP Be aware of where you are on the field so you never mistakenly put your 
team offside.  



 
Crease and Goalie Privileges 
 
PRIVILEGES To keep privileges, goalie must have at least one foot inside his crease.  
TIME Goalie can remain in the crease for four seconds after gaining possession of 
the ball.  
OFFENSE Offensive players may not enter the opponent’s crease at any time.  
DEFENSE Defensemen can enter their own crease without ball but do not receive 
goalie’s privileges.  
If a defensive player (including the goalie) enters the crease with the ball from 
outside of the crease the official will blow whistle and possession changes.  
VIOLATIONS  
Offensive players may not step in the crease. This violation results in a turnover or 
penalty.  
It is illegal to check a goalie’s stick or body when he and his stick are inside the 
crease.  
It is interference when an offensive player makes contact with a goalie’s follow 
through.  



Substitutions 
 
THE BOX The table area is also referred to as the substitution box. Players 
must stay outside this area until substitution is imminent.  
HORN At certain dead balls, a horn may sound to alert the official of 
substitution. Teams have 20 seconds to sub.  
COMMUNICATION Players and coaches must communicate to effectively 
perform substitutions.  
MIDFIELDERS Teams will often substitute two or three midfield lines as 
well as multiple attackmen and defenders throughout the game.  



 
MAN-UP OFFENSE: When a foul occurs which results in a player serving 
penalty time, the attacking team gets a “man-up opportunity”.  
MAN-UP: Also referred to as extra man offense (EMO).  

Offense Situations 
 
GIVE AND GO: A player passes to a teammate and then cuts towards the goal 
looking for a return pass.  
PICK AND ROLL: A player sets a pick to free the ball carrier from his defender. 
He then turns and cuts (“rolls”) to the goal for a pass.  
DODGE AND DUMP: The ball carrier dodges past his defender and then 
dumps a pass to an open teammate.  
FEEDING CUTTERS: Off-ball players work to create opportunities to cut 
towards the goal. Ball carrier then feeds them the ball for an open shot.  



 
 
• Effective defensive body and stick positioning should take priority over stick 

and body checking at all ages.   
• Players will learn man-to-man defense first.   
• Learning team concepts in small sided situations can help player development. 
• Just as in other defensive situations, communication is critical to success when 

playing a man down.    

Defense Situations 
• Team defense is played with good positioning, footwork, communication and 

teamwork, not by swinging sticks trying to knock the ball away.  
• Playing with short sticks only on the defensive end is safe and has tremendous 

developmental value for players.  
• No player should play defense with a stick that is taller than he is.  
• Players should be taught how to engage their opponent and the age-

appropriate rules for body checking at the same time they’re taught to help or 
slide.  



 
 
TECHNICAL FOULS Are fouls of a less serious nature than personal fouls and 
result in a change of possession or a 30-second penalty.  
PLAY-ON On a loose ball technical foul, an offended player may be 
disadvantaged by stopping play so the official may will signal “play-on” and hold 
the whistle until a situation of advantage (gained or lost) is complete.  
PERSONAL FOULS Are individual infractions of a serious nature and can result in 
a 1-3 minute penalty or in an extreme case, expulsion from the game.  
SLOW WHISTLE When team with ball is fouled and keeps possession, official 
throws a flag indicating a slow whistle and play continues until possession is lost 
or ball leaves the goal area.  



 
Technical fouls are for 30 seconds or a change of possession.  
Personal fouls are 1, 2, or 3 minutes, depending on perceived severity or 
perceived intent by the official.  
Personal fouls can be releasable or nonreleasable.  
Nonreleasable penalties require the full time be served.  
Releasable penalties may be ended by an opponents goal or fulfillment of 
time served.  
 
Penalty time ends when time expires or a goal is scored by the offended 
team during releasable foul.  
Penalty time must be served even over periods and into overtime.  

Non-releasable penalties - like unsportsmanlike conduct - are 

NOT released until the full time is served, even after a goal.  



 
FUNDAMENTALS  and Common Fouls 
 
POSITION Defense is played primarily through good footwork and body 
position. Stick checking is secondary.  
CHECKS Controlled stick checks are often called pokes and slaps.  
SLASHING Checking something other than his opponents stick (or the gloved 
hand holding the stick) is a slash.  
SLASHING is called when a player: strikes an opponent in any part of the body 
with stick. swings his stick at opponent in a vicious or reckless manner 
regardless of whether contact is made or not.  
GLOVED HAND The gloved hand holding the stick is considered part of the 
stick and may be checked as a legal stick check.  



 
FUNDAMENTALS  and Common Fouls 
 
LEGAL CHECK In U13 and U15 only, body checks should be delivered in an 
upright position with both hands on the stick.  
LEGAL HITTING Contact must be above the waist and below the shoulders with 
both hands together on the stick from the front or side - never from the back.  
SHOULDERS Player may not lower his head or shoulder to make initial contact. 
BODY CHECKING is a personal foul if it is: more than 3 yards from a loose ball. 
avoidable after opponent has passed or shot the ball. from the rear or below 
waist. by a player who has any part of his body, other than his feet, on the 
ground. to an opponent’s head or neck, including any follow through. a player 
leading with the head or initiating contact with the head (spearing) including 
by the ball carrier. on any player in a vulnerable or defenseless position.  
CROSS CHECK: A player may not check his opponent with his stick in a cross 
check position. It is considered a personal foul with offenders serving a 1-3 
minute penalty depending on the severity as perceived by the official. If 
contact to head or neck the penalty will be a nonreleasable foul and may be 1-
3 minutes (or expulsion).   



 
FUNDAMENTALS  and Common Fouls 
 
Tripping - A player may not trip an opponent with an intentional action of his 
body or stick below his opponent’s waist resulting in their being obstructed.   
 
Interference - Violations include impeding a player running through the attack 
area and contact not within 3 yards of a loose ball.  
Warding -A player in possession of the ball shall not use his free hand or arm 
or any other part of his body to hold, push or control the direction of the 
movement of the crosse or body of the player applying the check.   
  
 



 
ASSIST: when one player passes the ball to another and it leads directly to a goal without the 
scorer having to dodge a defender.  
BODY CHECK: contact with an opponent from the front or side (but not a blind side check) — 
between the shoulders and waist — when the opponent has the ball or is within 3 yards of a 
loose ball. Not permitted at U9 and U11 levels.  
BOX: an area drawn in both ends of the field surrounding the crease area. Also called the goal 
area or defensive area.  
BREAKOUT: when the defending team gains possession of the ball, players spread out across 
the field to initiate a clear.  
CREASE: a circle around the goal with a radius of 9 feet into which only defensive players may 
enter.  
DODGE: a move by the ball carrier to advance past a defender.  
EXTRA MAN OFFENSE (EMO): a man advantage resulting from an opponent’s time-serving 
penalty. Also known as “man-up.”  
FACEOFF: this technique is used to put the ball in play at the start of the game, each quarter, 
half, or after a goal is scored.  
FEED: a pass to another offensive player in an attempt to create a scoring opportunity.  
FLAG/DELAYED WHISTLE: when a team in possession is fouled, a flag is thrown but no whistle 
will sound to stop play until the fouled team loses possession.  



 
INTERFERENCE: a player can’t interfere with the free movement of an opponent, except 
when they have the ball or both are within 3 yards of a ball in flight or a loose ball.  
LOOSE BALL: a ball that is not in possession of a player is referred to as a loose ball. Players 
will attempt to gain possession by scooping the ball off the ground.  
MAN-DOWN: the defense plays with at least a one-man disadvantage due to teammates 
serving penalties.  
MATCH-UP: a call given by the goalie to tell each defender to find his man and call out his 
number.  
MIDFIELD LINE: the line across the center of the field of play.  
ON-THE-FLY SUB: a substitution made during play.  
PENALTIES: the penalty for a technical foul is loss of possession or 30 seconds. The penalty 
for a personal foul is 1-3 minutes and/or expulsion. Penalties can be releasable or non-
releasable after a score.  
PICK/SCREEN: an offensive maneuver in which a stationary player attempts to block the path 
of a defender guarding another player.  
RELEASE: the term used by a timekeeper to notify a penalized player in the box that he may 
re-enter the game.  



 
SLIDE/HELP: when a defender leaves his defensive position to help a teammate guard 
an offensive player.  
STICK CHECK: using stick-to-stick contact to try to dislodge the ball.  
STICK POCKET: the strung part of the head of the stick which holds the ball. Sticks with 
pockets not to specification may be removed from the game and may also lead to 
penalties.  
GLE: goal line extended  
 
V-CUT: offense players make this movement to get their hand free and to get open. The 
offense player cuts into the defending player and then into open space.  
SLIDE: leaving the man you are guarding to pick up another offensive player  

 


